Create Your Own Labors

You're in trouble now! None of you have performing well in English class lately! You aren't doing your homework, you're not studying, and you never listen to Mrs. Cover! Now, you must suffer the consequences. Like Hercules, you must perform twelve labors to redeem yourself so you won't fail English this marking period!

Directions: Below are twelve incomplete labors. You and your partner will work on ONE of the twelve labors. You both must fill in the blank spaces within your assigned labor. You should be creative as possible when filling in the blanks! Remember, you are creating your OWN labors, not writing about Hercules' labors. After filling in the blanks, you must also write:

1. How you will prepare yourself to perform this labor? Will you exercise, attain weapons, do research, etc?
2. Explain how you will complete the labor.

The First Labor
A ______________ has been eating many of the student's in Mo Valley! The population is quickly dwindling! Its ______________ is impenetrable; when a police officer tried to shoot it, the bullet bounced off and fell to the ground. How will you destroy it? ________

The Second Labor
A ______________ with nine heads was found in Houtsdale. It lives in a ______________ and each time someone has tried to cut off one of its heads, two more grew in its place. Its ______________ smells bad, the scent of it could kill you! How will you annihilate it?

The Third Labor
A swift-footed ______________ with golden ______________ has been prancing around State College. You don't want to kill it, but it needs to be captured! How will you do this?

The Fourth Labor
A ferocious ______________ has been wandering around the snowy ______________ Mountains. How will you capture it?

The Fifth Labor
Eww. ______________'s disgusting ______________ stables haven't been cleaned in weeks! How will you clean them?

The Sixth Labor
Flocks of ______________ with bronze ______________ and ______________ have been attacking fans at the Penn State football games each week! How will you stop them?

The Seventh Labor
A wild ______________ has been wrecking havoc in the Pittsburgh area. It was given as a sacrifice to ______________, but they were reluctant to kill it! How will you capture it and destroy it?

The Eighth Labor
Man-eating ______________ have eaten numerous residents in ______________! How will you catch them? You should bring a couple friends along with you to help accomplish this task.

The Ninth Labor
Mrs. Cover really, really loves the new ______________ Mr./Mrs. ______________ has been wearing. She wants you to steal it for her! How will you do this?